PROUDLY SERVING WITH:
NYPD, US Army, Phoenix PD, New Orleans PD, Maricopa
County Sheriff’s Office, Israeli National Police and over
35 other agencies worldwide
“The best product to come along for the law
enforcement community since Taser”
-RTO/Major Metropolitan Police Dept.
“The SF4 has increased the efficiency of our training
dramatically. It allows me to concentrate on teaching,
instead of looking over each recruit’s shoulder searching
for violations. The device is a force multiplier.”
-Defensive Tactics Instructor
The accidental/negligent discharge of a firearm can destroy lives, careers, and the reputations of officers and
agencies. The financial burden placed on the individuals and organizations can be devastating. For every
1,000 officers, a department statistically suffers 1 AD/ND per year. In other words, the law enforcement
community has an average of two AD/NDs DAILY in the US alone.
Smart Firearms Training Devices (SFTD) engineers have created a revolutionary training device designed to
make negligent discharges a thing of the past. SFTD uses a patented sensor design that detects even the
slightest intrusion into the trigger guard setting off an alarm. The device has various timing and algorithm
features to allow for proper manipulation of the trigger without setting off the alarm.
When human beings are under stress they revert to gross
motor function and primacy. What this means,
unfortunately, is bad habits taught early come back to
haunt us when they can cause the maximum harm. From
the moment a recruit/officer is exposed to our training
device, they are building proper muscle memory to avoid
an AD/ND.

• Versions available to fit most Glock and
S&W M&P Duty Holsters
• Carbine and Shotgun models soon
• One year standard warranty
• Operated by off the shelf batteries

SFTD

Voted “Top Ten” New Firearms Products
Shot Show 2013
Featured in March 2014 Law Enforcement
Technology Magazine “Hot New Products”

Please email Mike Farrell at
mike@smartfirearms.us or call
(602)690-0513 to set up a
demonstration

